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I was out on Friday, so wasn't able to update Thursday's story about Blue Cross Minnesota suspending advertising on KDWB over
the "Thirty Hmongs in a House" song.

Blue Cross officials sought to have the station improve upon its initial "Hey, some Hmong just loved it; sorry if you were bummed"
statement. The newest audio version, posted on KD's website, is more abject.

Offending songster "Steve-O": "We recognize it was inappropriate to air this song. For that, we sincerely apologize."

Host Dave Ryan: "We've apologized twice before now, and some may feel our previous apologies about this have been inadequate
or insincere. We are apologizing again today to make it clear how we view this matter. We are truly sorry."

Market manager Mike Crusham: "Our commitment extends directly to the Hmong community, who we know comprises some of our
most loyal listeners, and who we recognize brings great value and richness to Minnesota."

Ryan: "We believe working together in the spirit of civility, compassion, professionalism and cooperation is the best way to move
forward."

The station stiff-armed Take Action Minnesota protestors who picketed Friday, though the newest apology mentioned direct
meetings with the Hmong community. Is the third time charming enough to get advertisers back on board? We'll see.

Like what you just read? Support high-quality journalism in Minnesota by becoming a member of MinnPost.
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